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SOCIAL WORKER FINAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2019:

I would like to thank the FULAA board for the great support they have
given through Christ.
Generally, in this 9month I have being reporting to the government about the progress of the
home, this kind of report is not only for CCH but for all the operating homes in the district, one
of the reasons could be to see the progress of the home such that they can be consider for
registration. The report is done in two ways one quarterly after three month and six monthlies,
meaning every after six month I compile a report to submit to the government. However in the

report we normally send data of the children, progress of each child both academically,
physically, spiritually, and medically, sustainability plan for the home, hygiene and sanitation,
activities in the home generally, however in the report the number of children being send are
not the same with the one send to the board, reason being it was done at management level
because government does not want number of children to increase rather to reduce if the
home is not approved so that’s why the new children were not considered in the data of the
district. Other activities include

Assessment:
In due course of 9month, assessment has being done to the vulnerable children
within host and refugees basing on the condition they are living in. however out of 50 homes
assessed, management sat in a combine head to assess the most vulnerable once and they
came up with 18 children 5 are host and 13 are refugees from different settlement the children
are assess basing on their vulnerability from child to child and home to home below are some
of the homes visited and management final decision.
Child headed family both parents
Host
Management assessing after home visit

pass away and no relatives.

Admission of new orphans:
In this 9month 18 children have been admitted in the home, they are vulnerable,
some are single parent and not that the parent is their but if the father is dead, the mothers
were about is not known in most cases but some are total orphan they lost both parents and
they are in critical condition thus why they are considered at CCH. Most of these children lacks
education support, spiritual support, clothe, medication and parental care and love. Below are
photo showing how the admission was done and children being admitted.

.

Guidance and counseling to all children, they were guided throughout the year in order
for them to focus on their education especially on social behavior, discipline, at school and
home, however they were also guided on their right and the danger of early marriage. Below
are the photos.

Girls talk:
All the girls were counsel and guided however people involve in the counseling are the
mothers, nurse, Police, and social worker.

Reviewing of child protection guide to mothers: Because their dealing with the children
closely and their dos and don’ts in the guide that they need to follow when you’re working with
children as per that mother are showing love for the children.

Hygiene and sanitation:
Children were oriented on how to use the shower and the toilets especially the young children and they
can now use it without the guidance of any adult.

Visitation to one of the orphanage homes: like amazing grace, it’s one of the oldest children
home in Adjumani with 93 children living within, their ages range from 0year to 16yaers, they have well
equipped bedding facility for children and they have new site in mireyi with all the playing materials.
However, the major reason of visiting the home is to back up our home and to see what they have and we
don’t have in order to have a better home
Age 4 to 10
0 t0 3

age 11 to 16

age

Their New site being supervise by probation officer and social worker amazing grace directing probation
officer to see different room and its quality whether they meet the standard needed with library and
dinning which is still incomplete the behind door is for exit in case of anything and their playing materials
are not yet fix

In summary below is the achievement of the year:
Achievements

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hygiene and sanitations.
Guidance on child protection or review on child protection guides.
Assessment to identify the vulnerable children
Admission of new children.
Visit to one of the homes that is amazing grace

Challenges
1. Government takes long to give feedback of report and on the registration of the home
2. Transport was a challenge during assessment time in various settlements and visit to
another children home
3. Lack of enough playing materials, like swing, merry go-round, climber, balls and many
others.
4. Lack of enough bedding for our children, especially the young one they don’t have beds.
5. Lack of music instrument like keyboard, piano
The above are the activities held throughout the year with social worker and beside it,
these are needs and plan.

1. Visit to other homes
2. Life skills for children and mothers, like training them with beats making, sewing
machine which will help the mothers in their free moment and children as well during
their holidays
3. Music instrument for church activities like key board, and piano which will help children
in relieving stress and psychosocial support in general.
Recommendation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Motorcycle cost 2500 USD
Keyboard cost 1000USD
Sawing machine and other requirements 930USD
Paper beats and other requirement 300USD
Beds
1,335USD
Children playing materials generally 277USD

Conclusion
In conclusion therefore, it’s a great pleasure this time for our projects progress. I would like to pray for
FULAA board for the greatest job they have done this year, we continue praying for each other, for
continuous progress of the home and to meet the needs of our children in cornerstone children’s home
Adjumani. Warmly greeting.
Thank you so much
General final year report submitted by.
Hadia Hassan tombe
Social worker.

